Proposed Access Road (6.5m wide)

Note:
1. Outlines design based on local topographical survey combined with
   Ordnance survey data.
2. Outline access route proposals require further discussions with road
   highways authority and a substantive survey carried out to fully understand
   all the infrastructure and building features including the highway.
3. The line shown on this drawing is subject to detailed surveys.
4. Evidence for the Legal Agreement/Exploitation Agreement requirement
   is to be secured in parallel with the assessment of the site.
5. Indicated firm field access requirements be considered.
6. Outline road drainage proposals are to allow a combination of new
   pollution from the edge run off and ditches to fall where appropriate to
   existing drainage. Any drainage proposals to be agreed with local
   drainage authorities.

Key to symbols

- DCO Application Boundaries
- Visibility Spike
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